Culture Project: Intercultural Simulation Game (Rafa Rafa)

Objectives: We want the participants to...

... experience a new culture
... be more open towards foreigners in their own culture
... think about how they could help foreigners to integrate into their culture
... reflect about their own cultural behaviours

Duration: at least 1.5 hours

Preparation time: at least one hour if it’s the first time / 30 minutes if you know it well

Number of participants: 12-40

Space: two rooms where groups can’t hear and see each other, place to sit during the evaluation

Material: Paper to write on, pencils, something to divide the group, fancy clothes,...(optional two ‘treasures’) 

Description: In this simulation game two groups make up their own totally own cultures. They get time to discuss their behaviours, communication and interactions before they will be visited by a member of the other group. The aim of the visitors is to get to know all the rules and be able to explain the other culture to their own groups. Then a second exchange will take place, but this time the visitor already knows some rules from the narrations of the first visitor. The visitors will have several social situations such as simple student, a homeless person or a high ranking politician, which the other group will not know before, so they will probably have to react differently.

Procedure:

The simulation game contains five steps:

1. **Explanation**: The game leaders will explain the following steps and divides the participants into two groups.
2. **The group’s Preparation**: In 20-25 minutes time the groups have to make up the rules of their new culture. It could be everything from simple greetings to different positions of men and women or religious procedures. The game leaders are available for questions during that time.
3. **Exchange Simulation**: Now one person from each group leaves their group to visit the other to get to know their rules and try to interact with the people of this new culture. After ten minutes the visitors returns to their own group and tell about their experiences made. Then another person visits the other group and tries to fit in.
4. **Presentation**: After another ten minutes the groups join and present the other culture’s rules and manners with the experiences the visitors made and the narrations of the first visitor. Then the other culture can correct or say what they thought about their rules.
5. **Debate:** In the last step the game leaders ask questions to start a discussion about the meaning of this simulation game and to impart the objectives. Example questions could be:

- How does it feel not knowing the rules when you come to a different culture?
- How does it feel when someone from another culture doesn’t go by the rules of your culture?
- Sometime it’s hard to see that your own way of doing things is cultural. It’s easy to think that what you do is just normal and what other people do is cultural. Can you give examples of cultural things from your own behaviour or norms?
- What rules and expectations do you have in your culture that might not be obvious to other people?
- Do you have any experience in misunderstandings due to cultural differences?
- How can you make it easier for someone who is not used to your culture to feel comfortable and welcomed?

**Option:** In a second version the visitors can be advocates that will receive a small treasure from a president or mayor the group had selected before. He will get it if he follows all the rules. If he doesn’t, the president of the other group will shout ‘STOP’ and the advocate have to go back to his group. The groups decide whether they send the same person, another person or more than one person (depending on the number of participants it can be up to 1/3 of the group). The simulation ends when both groups have received the treasure or the game leader decides it is right to end the simulation. Now, the debate follows as usual.